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Free Puerw Rico 
CaJled For By Lords 
b_y Lesley Se_gal 
Lords with the excuse that there· 
was no one by that name at 
Tombs. _ 
Denise Oliver, minister of 
finance for the Young Lords, 
spoke Monday night in the Union 
Recreation Room. She was 
escorted to the lecturn by a 
security officer from the Young 
Lords, who remained there during 
her entire speech. 
Although exhausted after seven 
sleepless nights, Denise· Oliver, 
spoke vibrantly of the Young 
Lords: their ·past, their present, 
and their future. 
The Lords want to use the 
church as a tool to educate the 
people. They want to get the T.B. 
trucks back. They want to go to 
the United Nations to present the 
following demands: 
Young Lords started as a street 
gang in Chicago helped along by 
information provided by the 
Black Panthers. The New York 
Lords broke off from their 
Chicago brothers and settled in 
East Harlem. 
The first offensive of the 
Young Lords in the community 
was to rid the Puerto Rican 
section of its garbage. Trash was 
piled and burned in the streets, 
stopping the flow of traffic from 
Park Avenue. This forced the city 
to clean up the garbage. 
The second offensive was the 
organization of the People's 
Church. This church was run by a 
minister who was a Cuban exile. 
When the Young Lords went to 
the minister to ask for space in 
the church their request was 
denied although the church was 
open only 3 hours on Sunday. On 
December 7, approximately 40 
Lords went into the church where 
they were confronted by the 
police who "cracked heads while 
the congregation sang 'Onward 
Christian Soldiers' ". · 
The --third offensive concerned· 
the health of the community. Due 
to the high level of T.B., the 
highest in the countrf, tlte Lords 
"liberated''a--T.S: ·truck. In 5 
days, they X-rayed 380 people, 
almost seven times as many as the 
truck had handletf before. 
The Lords made two requests 
of the government following the 
incident:- One -was for clergymen 
to investigate Julio's death. This 
was granted unofficially. The 
second asked for the church so it 
could become the Julio Rodan 
Center for the Defense of the 
People. This, too, was granted. 
Two weeks ago, the East 
Harlem community initiated their 
own garbage drive. While they 
were burning the garbage several 
·Narcs arrested two Lord·s for 
.. atempted first degree arson." 
The Lords were watching the 
people, not participating. Tlie 
"arson" would have meant an 
attempt to destroy the Lords own 
headquarters. 
The two were taken to Tombs 
where they were separated, an 
unusual procedure. One, Julio 
Rodan, was· taken to the 
Psychiatric Observation Ward on 
the 8th floor, the other Lord was 
taken to the 6th floor. At 5 :30 
a.m. several Lords heard Julio's 
name being called over the loud 
speaker, followed by screams. The 
next morning Julio was found 
dead! "sucide". A Young Lord 
doctor was not permitted to 
perform an autopsy. 
Today, one wonders why 
aomeone who knew he would be 
out of jail on bail in a few days 
would take his own life. Why 
10meone who had devoted his life 
to his party for 18 years would 
committ suicide. How someone 
who had no belt, for they take 
away shoelashes and belts, was 
bung by a belt. Why, although the 
finding was suicide, the doctor 
found two bones broken in the 
chin (.. as if someone slipped a 
belt around his neck"). And 
finally, why a telegram sent to 
Julio in jail was returned to the 
I. End the genocide of Puerto 
Ricans. 
2. Initiate a U.S. withdrawal of 
military from Puerto Rico. 
3. Have no Puerto Rican's 
fighting in the U.S. Armed 
Services. 
4. Enact total liberation for 
Puerto Rico. 
The liberation of Puerto Rico 
is the most important cause, for 
the Lords feel that it will begin 
the liberation of the whole United 
States. 
She concluded by saying that 
solidarity of students and third 
world people is necessary for the 
liberation of America. 
EUB Gets 
Gym For 
Concert 
by Steve Kavee 
Dr. Arnold Wilhelm, dean of 
physical education met last 
Thursday with four students and 
Dr. Stan Davies, vice president of 
student affairs, to vie for the use 
of the gym for the Winter 
Weekend concert. Last week, The 
Ithacan reported that Winter 
Weekend might be postponed 
until late February due to a 
scheduling conflict. All the 
problems were resolved at 
Thursday's meeting the day after 
The Ithacan was printed. 
The conflict arose when the 
EUB tried to confirm the Winter 
Week end dates that had been 
reserved last December at a 
calendar meeting. Dr. Arnold 
Wilhelm informed the EUB that a 
gymnastics meet had been 
scheduled in the evening for those 
dates (ian-uary 29, 30). It was 
decided that the gymnastics meet 
would be changed to Saturday 
afternoon and Friday night's 
concert would be held at 
midnight. 
Donna Siciliano, EUB 
president, said that Wilhelm was 
very· cooperative. "It seems that IT 
was just a misunderstanding from 
last December's calendar meeting 
when the Director of Athletics 
wasn't present. Everything is all 
straightened out now." 
It seems however that the 
simple misunderstanding might 
also have resulted from a lack of 
communication between the new 
EUB staff and Wilhelm and also 
the appearance of the gym after 
the Mountain concert. Wilhelm 
specified recently that there will 
be no smoking in the gym, not 
only because of the damage to the 
floor but because of the lingering 
odors. He could not be reached 
for comment this week but it is 
understood that he docs not want 
beverages of any kind in the gym 
and wants the no smoking rules 
enforced. 
The EUB will have about 
twenty ushers to enforce the rules 
and keep fire lanes open. They are 
trying to set up concessions 
downstairs in the building to 
accomodate the crowd during 
intermission. There is a possiblity 
of putting a fireproof tarp on the 
gym floor, but they feel this 
might encourage smoking. 
New Haven Rally Slated , 
Sup orts ~eale tluggins 
f:. by l'auJ l'ollets 
~I\.:._'. The Election Day Rally in New 
~-;. Haven for support of Black 
Panthers Bobby Seale and Erika 
Huggins on murder conspiracy 
charges will be attended by 
interested Ithaca College students. 
Dennis Reichard, organizer for all 
interested students, said that a bus 
was being procurred if enough 
student interest is generated. The 
bus would tentatively leave early 
Tuesday morning, November 3, 
and arrive in New Haven in time 
for the noon rally. 
Accomodations are also being 
arranged and on Monday a table 
will be set up in the Union Lobby 
for those wishing to show their 
support an~ concern. 
;,_: .''f ·~·~:~~ 
... ,;to~. 
,/'--) ;~(' ~'~~(. 
Black Panther Michael TabOr appeared at Cornell Fridar 
and will speak at New Haven. photo by Alan T. Najar 
Student Congress Passed 
New Grading System 
by Richard Finzer 
Final vores on two major Congress also approved a 
proposals, recognition of a new somewhat revised traffic proposal. 
campus organization. and debate which 'now has to he sent to 
on a student run business President Phillips for 
proposal, were the focal pllintsof con,ideration and hoped for 
a whirlwind session of Student approval. One of the main 
Congress .Mond:.ty night. f e a t u r cs of t he Tr a ff i c 
After a week of intensive dorm C'or:1mittee's proposal. is a 
discussion. Congre~s by a lowering ol resident parking fees 
substantiJI 18-5-2 vote. approved to 515 for the entire ,chool year, 
a new gr.iding proposal callrng for and a Jowt:ring of the non-resident 
the establishment of a credit. ice to S5 per semester. 
no-credit sy~tcrn for IC students. Congre~s also voted to 
Several representatives attempted recognize a new campus 
to add an amendment advocating organization: The Fellowship of 
the elimination of mrdtetm Athletes. Jim Huntley, a · 
grades, but the general .:or1ccnsus spokesman for the group told 
was that th(~ mea_surc would carry ,· Congress that The Fellowship of 
greater weight tf pa~scd as a Athletes is a volunteer student 
separate piece of kg1,la1io11. i group dc~ltcated to promoting 
Congres~ wa~ also ,1pproachcd , community service through 
about the fea~ihihty of frnancrng a \ athletics. The group is made up of 
student run comm1~,ary 111 \ students of all majors. Huntley 
Ho I me~ Ha 11. A II o Imes I stated that the group would be 
reprc~entativt! aske_d _Congr~~~ for \ repeating itx learn to swim 
a loan of S350 to 1111t1ally fmance program for the physically 
the estabh~hment of the facility, I handicapped and mentally 
which would he experimental. I retarded children of Ithaca. In 
Initially, the commissary would addition, the group intends to 
sell cigarettes. soda. and candy, at officiate at local public school 
prices substantially lower lhan in games, and chaperone area 
the vending machines. The youngsters lo college athletic 
representative ~tressed the point events. Huntley also urged any 
that the commis~ary represented interested student to contact him 
an op port unity to ~mash the for further information about the 
vending machmc monopoly on .1program. 
the campus. 
Pulitzer Prize Winner 
To Read Wednesday 
Pulitzer Prr1.e-winning Poi.:t W. Christian Morgenstern, and "After 
Experience." 
The trial of Scale and Huggins 
nas been described by Elaridge 
Cleaver as "a showdown with the 
ruling class ... a decisive effort to 
break the Black Panther Party by 
destroying its leadership, and to 
cripple the beginnings of a unified 
peoples' movement." Reichard 
stated that, "The value in going 
and participating in the New 
Haven demonstration is the larger 
the amount of people 'going, the 
larger the media coverage that will 
be given to the event." Reichard 
also said that "People who are 
going to New Haven should not 
only have an interest in the Black 
Panther Party but an interest in 
American justice." 
Speaking at the demonstration 
will be David Delinger, of The 
Chicago 7 fame, Michael Tabor, 
one of the New York Panther 21, 
and Elaine Brown, Deputy 
Minister of the Black Panther 
Party, among others. 
More information can be 
acquired at Shotaway Bookstore 
on South Au_rora Street in Ithaca. 
Free 
Theatre 
Held 
At 
Cornell 
"How Do You Feel? I Feel 
With My Hands" ~s a montage of 
music and movement which flows 
from birth through the revolution 
to rebirth. 
D. Snodgrass will read from his 
own works, some based on 
paintings, in a Wednesday, 
November 4, appearance at Ithaca 
College. The reading, open to the 
public, will be held at 7:30 p.m. · 
in 10::? Textor Hall on the IC 
campus, as part of the College 
Center of the Finger Lakes 
Visiting Lecture Series. 
Currently a professor of 
English and spec.:ch at Syracuse 
University, Mr. Snodgrass has 
given readings and lectures at 
many American and Canadian 
Universities, as well as in several 
East and West European countries 
under the auspices of the U.S. 
State Department. 
Ac.tions speak louder than 
words, therefore no words are 
spoken. Instead the cast of 35, 
ranging in age from four to 40, 
move through the music 
composed by Linda Fisher and 
create the absorbing theater 
experience conceived and directed 
by Tom Newton. Froe 
performances began at Barnes Hall 
on the Cornell campus on 
Wednesday, October 28 and will 
continue through Saturday, 
October 31. Curtain time is 8:15 
p.m. and no admission will be 
charged. 
GUTS 
ELECTIONS 
PLEDGING 
2 
His poems, translations and 
essays have appeared in many 
leading literary magazines and his 
book of poems, "Heart's Needle," 
received the 1960 Pulitzer Prize. 
He is also the author of "Gall.:iws' 
Songs," a book of transli1tions 
I ·rrom the German comic poet 
He received his B.A., M.A. and 
Master, of Fine Arts degrees from 
the State University of Iowa and 
has taught at Cornell University, 
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Buckley: Conservative Party candidate. 
l.04Dlll'QDOCK 
DINNER... FROM 6 P.M. DA~Y 
(Use Your BANKAMERICARlf 
Entertainment Every Evening 
Tonight: TOWN TRIO 
Tomorrov 
WOODY PETERS QUARTET 
Sunday Flick: 'The Chase' 
Marlon Brando, Jane Fonda 
273-1312 RTE. 366 
. ,; 
,_.;....,.. 
Elections Set For Nov,mber 3; 
New York May See Tight Race 
A Senate scat, a coveted 
governorship, and a post as 
Attorney General, are the prizes 
being sought for in New York 
State's major political campaigns 
this year. The contests are 
extremely close, and all of the 
candidates are claiming victory on 
November 3. However, what the 
actual outcome will be is a 
question dogging the minds of 
most of the state's voters. What it 
all boils down to is that it's still 
anyone's election. 
In the race for governor, 
Nelson Rockefeller faces 
formidable opposition on two 
fronts. The Democrats are running 
Arthur Goldberg, a former 
Supreme Court Justice, and U.N. 
ambassador. And, the 
Conservatives are sticking with Dr. 
Paul Adams, a man who polled, 
over a half million votes in the last 
gubernatorial election. . 
Rocky is waging an aggressive 
campaign, ~pecially on t_elevision. 
by R!c_hard Finzer 
It is estimated that this fourth try 
will cost the incumbent governor 
nearly S6 million. His two 
opponents combined only have 
about S3.5 million to spend 
against him, giving Rockefeller a 
distinct advantage as to the 
amount of media exposure each 
man will receive. However, 
Rockefeller, who has always 
polled many conservafive 
Republican votes and blue collar 
Democratic votes, won't be 
assured of them this fall. Many of 
James Buckley's Conservative 
backers are also supporting 
Adams, and with the state's 
unemployment at 5.8%, and 
17,000 idled auto strikers across 
the state, Rocky's blue collar vote 
may defect to the Goldberg camp. 
In the tight race for U.S. 
Senator, the names to remember 
are Goodell, Ottinger, and 
Buckley. According to a recent 
poll, the incumbent Republican 
Goodell is trailing both of his 
Goodell: estranged Republican. 
"THE MEN Of VISION" 
at 
DeWIIT & SAURO ARE HERE 
TO SERVE YOU BEST •••• 
Catering to the college crowd at a reasonable 
cost with every eye care service you'll need 
whether it's emergency or iust routine. 
BROKEN FRAMES 
REPLACED OR 
REPAIRED 
THE LATEST 
COLLEGIATE 
LOOK IN 
FASHIONABLE FRAMES • 
BROKEN 
LENSES 
REPLACED 
Rocky: good as gold. 
opponents. Goodell, wilo was 
appointed by Rockefeller to fill 
the rest of Robert Kennedy's 
term, has become a staunch 
anti-war_s~pporter, and a critic of 
Nixon's Vietnam policy. In return 
for his dovish tendencies, he has 
been ignored by Washington, and 
·with the President's nod of 
approval, has been blasted by 
Agnew as a radical-liberal. He has 
strong support on the campuses 
across the state, and has also 
attracted much Liberal and 
Democratic support. 
His two opponents are 
Congressman Richard Ottinger, a 
Democrat, and Conservative 
candidat·e James Buckley. 
Ottinger has spent lavishly on an 
extensive television campaign, and 
also has considerable campus 
support. However, because of his 
anti-Vietnam stand, he may lose a 
portion of the blue collar, hard 
hat vote. Buckley on the other 
hand, curries the hard hat vote; 
and has the White House seal of 
approval. His campaign is being 
supervised by an ex-Goldwater 
aide. His growing Republican 
strength may succeed in taking 
undecided and disgusted GOP 
support away from Goodell. 
All three candidates are 
strongly in favor of environmental 
programs, anti-crime legislation, 
and each has expressed definite 
opinions on U.S. foreign policy. 
· Buckley seems to lean more 
toward the Nixon administration's 
views, than do Ottinger or 
Goodell. It's going to be a photo 
finish for whoever wins. 
The campaigns for Attorney 
General has two main contenders, 
Re publican Louis Lefkowitz, a 
14-year incumbent, and 
DemQCratic challenger Adam 
Walinsky. 
Wa Ii nsky, a former aide of 
Robert Kennedy, is spending 
heavily to win this November. His 
$500,000 campaign budget is 
nearly three times what Lefkowitz 
will spend for reelection. Walinsky 
will have to battle Lefkowitz for 
the Liberal vote in order to ensure 
his victory. 
FONTANA'S 
SINC& 1923, 
1'3 LOCATIONS 
TO SERVE 
YOU CONTACT LENSES ... 
IMMEDIATE 
APPOINTMENTS 
ARRANGED FOR 
Phone: 
272-7441 
CHECK THE 
LISTINGS UNDER 
OPTICIANS FOR 
OTHER LOCATIONS 
YOU BET! 
.... .,...,,..._, .... 
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.......... 
EYE 
EXAMINATIONS 
SEE THE MEN OF VISION AND SEE BETTER • 
COUE&ETOWN 
ITHACA, N. Y, 
AR 2-2080 
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... , --Drama Review---, 
How Do I Feel? 
Touches You 
by Beatrice Da Silva 
"How Do I feel? I Feel With My Hands," opened Wednesday 
evening at Cornell. Relecting back upon the show, perhaps the key 
word to analyze is "feel". This is not a show of plot, or 
characterization. Rather, it is a social commentary designed to make 
the audience react emotionally, and afterwards, if it is still deemed 
necessary, to come to an intellectual comprehension of what has 
been presented. 
Using a stylized .approach, the action is exhibited through 
•excellent and widely varied physical movements, intensive rhythmic 
patterns, specific sounds and single words rather than dialogue. Slide 
projections provide a juxtaposition of concepts, reinforcement of 
ideas, and a running commentary on the action. They are at times 
brilliant, at other moments hackneyed, but always accurate and 
applicable. 
Tom Newton, author and director has developed a showpiece for 
his conception of today's society. Often his ·opinion is obvious, 
almost blatant, then, cloudy and obscure. Although certain 
transitions are difficult to follow, the different· facets eventually 
unite to form a total picture of one man's viewpoint. 
"How Do I Feel? I Feel With My Hands". The success or failure 
of the piece for the individual depends upon whether or not he can 
be moved by it. See and touch this show with your hands, your 
senses or your whole body, but definitely go, and letit reach out 
and touch. It may very well touch close to home. 
Ele~tion ~overage 
Begin~ At 7:_45 
With WICB 
The entire WICB news team 
will be working to bring Ithaca 
the most complete election news 
coverage Tuesday night November 
3rd. WICB will be on the air with 
concise, informative reports twice 
an hour. Reporters Jay Newman 
and Barbara Kerr will head up the 
election news taskforce, the 
largest broadcast news facility in 
central New York. They will also 
serve as dual anchormen. 
Miss Kerr will coordinate all 
local coverage. This coverage will 
rombine reporters at all polling 
places with con diponcients at the 
major p"oTiTicaT 1fa rt y-
!Jeadquarters. Jay Newman will 
A 
COMIUII 
MUSICAL SIIMCI 
• 
HICKEY'S 
Music Store 
201. South Tioga St. 
Ithaca· i1,2 • 8262 
handle the state and national 
races. 
This year WICB has reporters 
at major cities throughout the 
state and in "seven states" to 
report on key national races. 
Ithaca College political science 
professor, Martin Brownstein, will 
serve as guest commentator. The 
coverage will begin on WICB-FM 
(91. 7) Tuesday at 7 :45 p.m. 
·-.---- i I I C t I I I I I I I 
CLOVEICWI 
356 Elmlra Id. 
DANCING 
r,erynlght 
• 
EXOCTIC DANCERS 
from N.Y.C. 
3 Shows - 10, 11, 12 
(local talent wante~) 
l Sundays - Rock & Roll 
--~ 
.-.. 
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IFC Prexy Says 
Pledgi~g _ Goes Well 
by Barbara D. Katz 
Many of the mytns about the cons1ruct1ve and should not have 
Greeks of 1 t haca College are been outlawed if it fulfilled a goal 
decaying as a result of a change in in the fraternity or sorority. 
direction of the fraternities and The In tt.-rfraternity Council, 
sororities on campus. Although headed by Cheryl Green, serves as 
pledging itself hasn't changed and a unifying force and governing 
is "going well" according to body bet ween the social ·and 
Cheryl Green, president of the professional fraternities and 
Inter-fraternity Council, the sororities. It is also the largest 
Greeks ·are striving to become organized voice within the student 
more "relevant." For example, as body. Some of the activities of 
Cheryl stated, "We are stressing the Council, under the direction 
the importance of trying to of Father Graf, involve 
become a good sister rather'than a coordinating social activities for 
good pledge." As a result, the the Greeks and the student body. 
pledges arc expected to live up to The IFC also fosters more 
the goals of their fraternity or opportunities to develop a better 
sorority without being forced to relationship between the faculty 
comply with the rules of the and students. The IFC coordinates 
house. the pledging activities of the 
The Greeks have always been Greek societies. 
active participants and Cheryl mentioned that, 
contributors to IC; however this "everyone's goal is to get 
year there is an additional together, and in this manner, the 
accentuation on aiding the school, Greeks serve a:s a unifying force 
community, and other Greeks. on campus rather than a. 
Also, the focus is on the creativity diversifying force." Although 
of a sense of "togetherness" of some people regard the Greeks as 
the Greeks and Greek societies. A a "cliquesh bunch of one type of 
change in traditions has changed people" as one IC student stated, 
an aspect of Greek life too. this reporter's advice is to take a 
Hazing, an integral part of past hike up to the terraces, drop in a 
initiations of Greek societies, has Greek house, and rap with the 
been outlawed in New York. people.°lt might prove to be very 
Asked of what she thought of the interesting. 
law, Cheryl felt that hazing can be 
., ••.................. 
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Leventhal 
Sends Kent 
State Telegram 
Twenty-five members of the 
faculty and student body of Kent 
State, including the Student Body 
President, have been indicted for 
alleged participation in last May's 
tragedy. The grand jury findings 
placed the blame for the deaths at 
that time on those indicted, 
saying the guard reaction was a 
justifiable response to student 
harassment. Paul Leventhal, 
Student Government President at 
IC, sent this telegram as bis 
response to the indictments. 
TELEGRAM FROM: Ithaca 
College Student Body President 
TO: Kent State Student Body 
President 
MESSAGE: I feel the chill. We 
will help you with money, 
physical presence, or any way that 
we can be useful. Continue to 
resist repression and the 
manipuluion of truth. 
f~'l 
ROOM WANTED 
Phlllppa-272-5235 
WIMPY! 
Meet ~sat the Mynaa Bird. 
swimming clinic for handicapped 
children; Call Pat, x3757, or 272°2878. 
1 WAREHOUSE T 
roNIGHT 
NEW YORK EXPRESS 
ROADHOUSE 
TOMORROW 
CARNAGE 
EGRET BRAND 
50t APPLE SMASH 50"' 
Comi,g Next Weelcend: MUNGO JERRY 
Behind The Boxcar 273-1333 
.l 
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Editorials--
"Dirty Dozen"? 
It is strange that while Cornell University and 
other major U.S. colleges and universities are 
presently on a complete-recess to allow students to 
participate politically, Ithaca College has twelve 
.students campaigning. It is stranger yet that several 
campaigners, more than twelve students would 
have petitioned their· departments for the recess. 
hundred students in the recent Princeton Plan 
Referendum held on campus, voted: "Yes, they 
would participate in elections." We understand 
that the choice of political participation is 
definitely up to the individual student. However, 
we see a principle violafed here which is also 
important: are students serious about what they 
say, or vote? 
We have to consider, that if we are given a vote 
to decide what we as students want. to do at IC, we 
as students should use that vote and uphold it. 
Referendui:ns are not games. They are, in reality, 
a~out the only means available to us at the present 
time to show our opinions as individuals and then 
as the general student body. If a referendum is not 
participated in, then what is its value? If it is used 
by students, but its results prove inconsistent with 
the actuality, what good is it? 
Perhaps a referendum in which approximately 
some 33% of the College participates is not a fair 
example to use. In a college of 3,800 students or 
more, one would have expected a more impressive 
response to an issue as important as a possible 
political recess. It also seems that if about 384 
students were originally interested in working with 
Up to two weeks ago only one person had 
signed up for permission to be excused from 
school. The twelve who are now excused are all 
from the School of Arts and Sciences. 
At one time, we called for more referendums 
feeling that perhaps then there would be a better 
cross-section of students represented. Perhaps we 
should have instead, renounced campus apathy. 
On To New Haven 
by Michael Ainsley 
The greatest minds of my time are developing a real taste for life. 
It is not fate that brings them to face the guns at home. It is the 
agony of slavery and the guts of thinking freely. And they are of my 
time, and seem not proud at all when freedom fighters die. I am not 
proua tnat tnc greatest war ot man is being fought in streets that 
should know only the blood of skinned knees. Because long hair is 
an insignia to some, I am distressed. I am distressed because the 
boom boom of Vice President Agnew's voice is as a symphony to 
death. Because he is proud of my fear of him, 1 am distressed. 
From Malcolm X's last day in the Auduleon Ballroom to 
November Texas, from Viet Nam to Ohio Kent, the picket lines are 
drawn to the sound of someone's yelling: "Right On." I am thinking 
how many political holy ghosts have gone down beneath the sound 
of someone's yelling: "Right On." It is a fact that if you are shot in 
the early morning breakfast line, you will not be free for lunch. It is 
also a fact that nothing will be accomplished in the name of slogan 
fighters and freedom talkers who have forgotten how to move. 
On November 3, the course of events in New Haven will be 
moving very rapidly into the true nature of oppression against the 
free thinking people of America. It's not up to the Panthers to make 
you a free thinking human being, as it is not up to you to make any 
other man free. If you don't get your own freedom, you just won't 
get it. At noon on the New Haven Green, I am going after my own 
freedom, no other man's. I am moving against the talkers of freedom 
as well as the oppressors of that freedom. 
If you can only find the guts to keep screaming: "Right On", and 
yet do nothing about it you deserve whatever you get. Eldridge 
Cleaver has described the New Haven trial and demonstration of 
November 3 as a showdown with the ruling class. There have been so 
many such showdowns gone down the drain from lack of support. If 
you really mean it when you say get it together do something about 
it. Make a move against oppression. Go after your own freedom by 
uniting the peoples' right to live as they choose. Go after your own 
freedom, make a move against oppression in New Haven on 
November 3. 
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letters T~ 
The Editor 
More On The Prices 
Editor:- · 
Students at IC must be 
accustomed to rising prices by 
now. An increase in college 
charges seems inevitable. Rising 
costs arc a perfectly legitimate 
reason for raising charges. 
However the rise in charges 
reported in last week's Ithacan is 
greater than the rise in costs. I 
calculated that the rise in charges 
is 11 %. The rate of inflation 
reported in U. S. News and World 
Report August 10 was between 
5% and 6%. This means the rise in 
charges was about twice the rise in 
costs. Not only that but the 
Nixon administration claims that 
inflation is on the way down. 
It seems especially odd that 
room charges are being increased. 
Next year the new dorms will 
.incr~se the number of students 
paying room charges. This 
increase was not enough for the 
administration. I don't know what 
this school will do with the 
money it will get when it sells 
Quarry and Valentine. At the new 
rate IC double rooms cost S 120 a 
month. This cost is shared 
between the two roommates. In 
N.Y.C. my family pays less than 
that for four rooms. We have a 
private bathroom which is quite 
different from the one in my 
dorm which thrity people use. At 
this low rent my landlord still 
makes a profit. He doesn't have 
the benefit of low-cost 
government loans as this school 
docs. 
- Almost everyone at IC knows-
about some of the ways students' 
money is wasled. I have been told 
that huge sums of money have 
been spent on Christmas cards 
(this is a nonsectarian school) and 
faculty coffee. The painting in the 
performing arts building cost 
money. I believe the cost might 
have been as high as SS,000. Look 
at it and decide for yourself if it is 
worth it. 
Eleven years from now, if costs 
keep risi~g _ <!_t the present rate, a 
year at IC will cost S 110,000. I am 
glad that I am a Senior and wtll 
not have to pay the increased 
tuition. I am part of the last class 
to pay fixed tuition which is 
another reason why the increase is' 
unjustified. I am discouraging my 
sister from attending this school 
lUI I ess she can get plenty of 
nnancial aid. I feel sorry for the 
students who will remain here. I 
also feel sorry for the parents who 
will pay. - - ·· Israel Ramirez 
continued on page S 
I 
BROOM-HILDA 
C 1910 by The Mdnro Tribune 
\\'otld Ri1ht1 Rt'sen t'd 
n M t us • 
Something Is 
Happening Here 
by Peter Orville 
I 
They say that they want to know what we arc feeling. They say 
they want to avoid misunderstandings between us. They say they are 
with us. They say they want to learn from us. They smile, their 
wiv~ t~ll us we are "cute," they say they had a "fun" meeting, and 
that 1t ts good that we were there ..... yet they didn't listen to us. 
I Wl!S to tell them a few of the reasons we brought some proposals 
to them. Art was to tell them of the specific proposals. I began 
Before I could get too far, they began disrupting things. They asked 
me to justify statements they took out of context. Before I knew it, 
I had lost the floor. They began talking, not allowing me to finish 
my report. All I was trying to say was that conditions were very 
serious, and that they must be aware of just how serious. Instead of 
listening, and trying to understand, they took my statements out of 
context. I was saying, "we are upset that...," they were saying, "you 
have no right to be upset that ... " I tried to tell them that campuses 
across the country were suffering the effects of a seeming lack of 
concern on the part of Trustees and administrators. I told them that 
if they took the Student Government proposals seriously, and they 
became the basic assumptions in running IC, that the school would 
be one of the best in the nation. If they didn't, anti continued to 
disregard student thoughts, they were doing disservice to their own 
goals of trying to "motivate" the students, and give them 
"discipline" and "sense of responsibility." I told them that present 
reality on campus included much disenchantment with. classes much 
drug taking, much psychological instability. I tried to expiain to 
them that if s~udents had some control of their educations, they 
would be mottvated, and possibly excited about what they were 
doing. 
I tried to talk to them about racism. I told them that there was 
only about 2% non-white enrollment at IC. I told them that most IC 
s~u~ents were white, upper middle, or middle class, and from very 
s1m_ilar backgrounds. I tried to tell them that this community, and 
society as a whole demanded that institutions drastically increase the 
number of non-whites. I told them that their responsibility went 
further, to include a good education, which would be one that 
non-white students would consider important to their lives and their 
communities. · 
When I finished, a bit amazed that they had heard very little of 
what I said, Art was to go over the proposals, and talk about the 
report of the Summer Interns. Before he began, President Phillips 
said, "The hour is getting late. Why don't you write up the 
pr~posals, and send them to the Trustees?" Taken aback for a 
minute, Art said he wowd only need about "30 seconds." He then 
was forced to hurriedly give a summation of the proposals. He took 
about 30 seconds doing this. The Board then heard the faculty 
representatives. Professor Daetsch told them that it was unfortuuate 
that they didn't listen or take seriously what I had said. They were 
unmoved. 
_ I!_ is apparent that the Trustees, who seem to truly believe that 
they are doing what they can for us, will not -help us to do what 
must be done. The administration, we learned last weekend, is the 
real power at IC, continues to refuse to take us seriously. I guess we 
are going to have to do it ourselves. 
Tripping Around ' : 
by Alison Shor 
-Because of the over-acceptance of Freshmen this year, the 
gymnasium has been converted into "Ben Light's Live-In" in order 
to house 200 students, but there will be only 75 bunk beds. 
-B-102 will be the meeting room for all Sophomore English 
classes. Two balconies are now being constructed to allow for 
further seating. 
-Maid service will be restricted this year to emptying ashtrays 
every other week. 
-Having no other purpose, the library decided to open its doors to 
be used as a cafeteria for the extra students accepted this year. 
-Starting next semester, pay phone~ will be located only in the 
lobby of each dorm. Students wishing to make off-campus calls must 
make reservations at least 48 hours in advance. 
-Good news for IC students: Another beautiful fountain will 
shoot up within 2 months in the Tower parking lot due to the empty 
space now available there. 
-Machetes are now being sold m the school store for those 
students who are having difficulty getting through all the trees and 
shrubs planted on campus. 
a .,.a2sz1mm: as 
Letters 
...... u •• ,, •• - • 
•= .. • ancmar ..m:r •• 
There Is A Women's Lib 
Editor: 
Just to clarify an article 
printed in the October 23rd 
Ithacan, there is a Women's 
Liberation group on campus 
which has been recognized by 
Student Congress and has been 
alloted a budget. There have been 
publicized meetings, rap groups, 
and a union desk with literature. 
As for lack of leaderslup, ~e 
think this is a good sign. Too 
many times groups have been 
lorded over by an elite group 
while the other members remain 
mute sheep. In a Women's group 
all women become positive 
contributors in a unified force. It 
takes a while for women who have 
always taken secondary roles at 
meetings to have the confidence 
to voice freely their opinions. This 
is a starting objective for 
liberation. 
,,,...-
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Notes 
by Jim Donaldlon 
Freshmen Basketball tryouts begin Monday, Novcn1 ber 2. at 3: I 5 
p.m. in Gym I of the Physical Education Center. 
Tickets for the Melanie concert will go on sale Monday, 
November 2, for $3.00. The concert, sponsored by EUB, is on 
Saturday, November 14, in the Ben Light Gym. Tickets will also be 
available for the November 2 Swingle Singers concert. 
Students may obtain their midterm grades in the Schools of 
Music, Physical Education, and Physical Therapy from their Deans 
office. The School of Health Administration will have midterm 
grades in the Director's Office. Arts and Sciences students can get 
their grades from their student academic advisors. 
Students will be allowed to pre-register for the Spring 1971 
semester beginning Monday and Tuesday, November 9 and 10. The 
computerized system for course pre-registration has been 
discontinued. 
"The Sardonic Humor of Ambrose Bierce" will be the first 
Reader's Theatre production. It is scheduled for Nowmher 6 and 7 
in the Arena Theatre. 
Drama student Gregory Mosher directs the next Thursday Night 
Theatre production "Miss Julie," slated for November 5 in the 
Performing Arts Building. No tickets arc needed. 
-SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT: the number of students enrolled 
at IC has finally equalled the amount of stairs in the college. 
---P.T. majors who have purchased the 1969 edition of 
"ANATOMY" for $20 will receive 25cents if they sell it back to the 
school store next year as the 1970 edition will be used. 
Secondly, Women's Liberation 
is a liberal or radical movement 
and under no conditions can it 
function in accord with a 
conservative doctrine. The con-
servatives are concerned with 
retaining the status quo: male 
dominance-female subordinace 
and male supremacist institutions. 
Obviously, there is a definite 
contradiction in the October 23 
article since a conservative 
liberation group is mentioned. 
!TODAY (FR\DAY) A \-tALLO\,JtEN 
I 
F~EA\< S\-\OW P\T "THE fla\Jnt 
-Due to the lack of funds, the General Fee will only cover the 
cost of the lavatories. They will be the only facilities on campus free 
of charge to the students upon presentation of an I.D. card. 
,IJ.;\'"" Bo~ FA LON~ 4-7, 9 - '\ ~ 
Our aim as radical women"is to· s1 ~ AT THE DOO'< GOOD ALL DAY 
deal with the roots of suppression. , 
This .involves the painstaking 
process of stripping away all the 
myths and lies that have been 
ingrained in us as to what a 
woman is in our society. This 
means to realize our potential as 
whole human beings, not sex 
objects whose sole purpose is to 
catch a man, get married, have 
babies, and clean house. 
---It has been proposed by President Phillips and the 
administration that an orange grove be planted in the Student Union 
in honor of Dottie Dillingham. 
-In case of illness, the infirmary has requested that you notify 
them two weeks in advance because of the lack of space available. 
To those students returning to Ithaca College next year: You may 
feel that little can be done to help us do anything @Qlll.1his 
'ridiculous price· increase, but more can be done to hurt us if we just 
sit by and watch it happen. 
$4155-FOR WHAT? 
Buffalo: 
Syracuse: 
High· No·tes 
appearing at Kleinhans Music Hall 
ERIC CLAPTON, Oct. 29, 7:30 p.m. 
THE FOUR TOPS, Oct. 31, 7:30 p.m. 
JUDY COLLINS, Nov. I, 7:30 p.m. 
appearing at War Memorial Stadium 
DEREK & THE DOMINOES, Nov. 18, 8:30 p.m. 
Rochester: 
Albany: 
appearing at War Memorial Stadium 
BLOOD, SWEAT & TEARS, Nov. 7, 8:30 p.m. 
JETHRO TULL, Nov. 14, 8:30 p.m. 
appearing at the City Armory 
TRAFFIC, Nov. 20, 8:30 p.m. 
(Dates of appearances for all performers are tentative and subject 
to possible change. T,ickets arc available at place of perf~rmance ~nd 
in some cases elsewhere in the cities. For further mformat1on, · 
contact the listed place of pcrofrmance.) 
Radical women also know they 
can·noC achieve liberation within 
our capitalist society (a maJor 
difference between liberal .iml 
radical women). Keeping cert.iin 
groups of people-women, Blacks, 
homosexuals, Indians, 
Me xi can-Americans, Puerto 
Ricans, poor Whites--as cheap 
labor force is essential for the 
perpetuation of a capitalist 
system. Attaining equality is 
impossible in a system entrenched 
with inequalities. 
Thirdly, the last paragraph of 
the a rt icle makes some vague 
references to the College as "a 
contributor ·of confidence." It 
seems unlikely that an institution 
w~ich faj_fill~_ qrr!y_those needs 
prescribed by the establishment 
makes any "contribution of 
confidence" to the women of that 
institution. 
One senses' a superficiality in 
the.article which dnes not reflect 
the seriousness of the women, 
involved. 
Ila Milton 
Rarbara Cymrot 
Donohue - Halvenon 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
• 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
STONE Travel Agency, Inc. 
414 Eddy Street 
27l-4443 
• 
602 W. Seneca St. 
·273 • 3393 
Your travel center.in Ithaca 
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Gridders Beat Bridgeport In Mud Bowl, 15-6 
by Phil Chardis 
The Bombers could not cvi:n 
play their last home game of the 
season on their own field and the 
conditions at Bredbenncr Field 
were not much better, but despite 
it all came out with their third 
victory in a row, beating the 
Purple Knights of Bridgeport, 
15-6. The win pullt:d tht: I.C. 
record even at 3-3 on the year, 
with only games at Grove City 
and C.W. Post left on the 
schedule. 
Scinto finally going over from the 
one on a fourth down play. The 
pass for two points was batted 
down, and six points was the filial 
total for Bridgeport. The Knights 
had many other drives started, but 
the I.C. defense played its usual 
fine game and would not allow 
them close to paydirt. Dave Swett 
and Pete Bauer bolstered the front 
line, Al Cihocki was outstanding 
in his linebacker spot, and Dave 
Reed led the defensive backs. On 
the offensive line, all deserve 
credit. Bob Wojnar and Gary 
Mierdcricks on the right side, 
center Steve Abbott in the 
middle, and Grct Whitney, Tom 
Shoen, and Ned Ennis on the left 
make it possible for Campbell, 
Kleinfelder, and the other'backs 
to make their yardage. Jim Bell's 
punting cannot be forgotten, as he 
broke a school record in this 
game, punting seven times for a 
42.8 yard average. 
Bill Kleinfelder proved 
outstanding for Ithaca, picking up 
100 yards in only 16 carries, and 
scoring both of the J.C. 
touchdowns. Two big plays were 
the key to the Bomber's scoring. 
The first one came when Pete 
Bauer blocked a Bridgeport punt 
and gave Ithaca the ball on their 
opponents' 42-yard line. 
Quarterback Doug Campbell then 
ran once and passed twice to put 
the ball on the Bridgeport five, 
from where Kleinfelder smashed 
over for the touchdown. A bad 
snap on the extra point try 
worked out well for Ithaca, as 
Campbell gathered up the ball and 
eluded all tacklers as he ran for 
the two-point conversion. The 
same thing took place the week 
before versus Wilkes and maybe 
this should be put into the Ithaca 
play book. 
Bill Kleinfelder (44) slogs through mud for hig gain against Bridgeport. photo by Richard Sharp 
The Blue leave this afternoon 
for Grove City, Pennsylvania, and 
next week will travel to Long 
Island for the season finale against 
C.W. Post. Grove City also has a 
3-3 record, and is riding the crest 
of a two-game winning streak. I, 
for one, however, am looking for 
a 5-3 final record from the 
now-solid Bombers, and that 
means a five.game winning streak 
to take into the 1971 season. This 
week's game will be on radio, so 
listen to what should be an 
exciting football game. 
1 he second big play ·came m 
the third quarter when the 
Bombers were trapped deep in 
their own territory. Jim Bell 
punted from his end zone to the 
Bridgeport 42, but there the, 
Purple Knight receiver fumbled 
the ball. and (jcUc c;rcg \\'Jutne) 
h;1ppily fell on lhc hall at lhe 
lthal'a -18. CJmphdl enginel'I .:d· a 
drive to the Bridgeport 2S, and 
Kle1nfcldcr tnvk Jdv.111l,1l!e of 
~umc grcat bl,>'-'k, hy thl' right 
~ide of !he lthac.i lmc to l'hargc 
through the hole and go all the 
\Vjy for the score. Art Brooks 
added the PAT, and the scoring 
was ended for the day. 
MIAA, Wrestling News 
The only Bridgeport score of 
the game came in the second 
period when the Purple Knights I druv.: 76 yards in 12 plays, John 
I IC Women Win MIAA FOOTBALL 
By virtue of their 6-0 wm over 
the Talcott Tods, the Hartman's 
Follies arc the new champions of 
intramural football at Ithaca 
College. Each of the finalists was 
the survivor of a cross-djvision, 
semi-final playoff, which saw the 
Talcott Tods defeat the Dark 
Horses, 13-0, and Hartman's 
Follies nip Pi Lam, 7-0. 
is abo lookmg for girb to ~crvc a~ 
scorer~ and timers, and will pay 
them SI .50 per game. 
WRESTLING NOTES 
Dr. Louis Munch and Philip De 
Jong, varsity and JV wrestling 
coaches, respectively, would hkc 
to advise all wrestling candidates 
that practice begins Moml,1y, 
November :!,at 3:30 p_m, 
Both Dr. Munch and lk Jung 
MIAA BASKETBALL arc new coaches at IC. Dr. Mund1, 
MIAA would like to announce who sucl'c·cded Herbert Broadwell 
that planning and organizational as head varsity rn,1d1. came ll> 
·work is now being done for the Ithaca h Y way of Springf1clJ 
winter basketball league, College m M:1ss.achuwth. whea· 
scheduled to begin play he taught for two year~ ,1, .1 
Wednesday, November 11. A doctoral tejching fcll0\1!, \n 
preliminary meeting of all team undergraduate al Rul!!l'I~ 
captains will be held Monday, l University. Dr. :\lunch taught lrn 
November 9 at 7:30 in P-5 of the three years at Maloney l11gh 
Phys. Ed. Building, where team School, !\I eridcn. Connet:trcut, 
rosters must be submitted. MIAA where lw ;1bo served as lootb,dl 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
suggests 
A Good Book 
and 
A Good Pipe 
for real relaxation. 
We have the makin's I 
jllll wre,1l111g ,·11;1d1. I 
Ph i I i p D ,. J "n g. ;1 I '17 0 
gradu,1lc ,,t II hac,1 (',>11,·!!c, 
1
, 
~ ll cc e' cd' c; ,try F .tllon ,l', JV 
wrl'~ttinr u>,1d1. :\ native of 
Bcll11101c .. I L. lw fir,! ,1lte·rnkd I 
Southh.11np1"11 ('olkge· of l.nng 
Island linin·1,1t} .111<.:1 g1.1d11at111g I 
fr om ;',Jephan: l11gh Sd11,ul. a 
pe1e11111,1l \,·c;j,111 S \.'JL"sll111g 
by Kathi Whalen 
pUWl'f, I 
One· I 111.1 I n,,t <.: ll<>lli Dr. , 
~lun.·h ,t1HI lk .l,ing .rr, Jo"k111g 
tor w1e,1hn!! 111aila!!eT,. :\11,011,· \ 
int,·rL·sled ,hould ,1t1cnd the 
ope·11i11g pr.1dire·. ,,r .:all\ ,J.'O i 
For the third consecutive 
,c:ison. the Women's Varisty Field 
llock.:y Team ha~ ranked an 
u n dcf.:atcd record. With a 6-0 
final. the team wound up its 
sea,on with two convincing wins 
over perennial rivals Cortland and 
Brockport. The IC-Cortland game 
w," played here on October ·22, 
and the score was 7-0. On October 
2h, the girls played at Brockport 
jJld won 9-2. 
Coach Doris Kostrinsky called 
the skill level of the IC' team 
agarn,t Cort land the highest she 
Yankees May Move 
I !ic· ) .111•.cc, 111.,~ k.1\,· :-Sew 
) ()J !. 1'11,· \l'I IUlhlle',, t>f i heir 
dl,L°llll[e':J( \\ Ith ~<.:\\ ) lll!,. ('I(}' I\ 
ou1J111,·d 111 c,,·e·1pts frorn !he 
Joll11w111).' ,,,i1yngh1ed ,·d11u11,il 
,ll'(l<',11111[' c·\dll,I\L'I) Ill thl' 
:--; , " ,. m I> l' 1 1, ~ 11 c o t SI' 0 RT 
:O.Lig.11•11<·. rL'k,1,ed 011 Oci<>hl'r 15 
· · ·1 h .: c d 11 or, o t SI' 0 I{ I 
:\L1g.11.111,· h.ivc learned 11<>111 
Jill p,•cca hie- ,ou rec, 1h.1t the 
Ya11kce·, w,111t to icJVc Nt:\\ \ ork. 
l)e,p1tc J tlllc won-lo,t r.:cord Ill 
l'l70. the Y.mk.:cs b,11.:ly eked 
out .Ill at1ei1d,t11n· g,1111 <l\',:r last 
Vl'.11 \ .1nkee illJil,ll!emc111. wh1d1 
;n L'a 11, CBS " dr,.:our.ige•d by 
#riday-
follrng attendanct!, discouraged by 
lhe artr~lic and financial clout of 
thc Ni.:w York Mets, discouraged 
that they have to keep playing in 
.1 ballp;1rk they think is obsolete. 
\o th<: Yankees want out. 
"The city of New York knO\YS 
or thi,,'" the SPORT article 
n,ntrnues ... In fact, back in 
.-\ugu~t. l\layor Lindsay appointed 
,l sei:ret task force to try and find 
a way to keep the Yankees in the 
city. If this task force fails, if the 
Yankecs dn move, baseball wili 
h,1vc suffered its worst blow 
~,..c, .. 
OPEi BAiLY 
AT 1 hlO A.II. 
OPEi SUIIDAY 
••••• 
Toni1s Pleasure 
Salurday-
JIM & TISH 
has seen on college level. 
According to Miss Kostrinsky, 
every team member played at the 
peak of her ability, and the result 
was beautiful passing, stick work 
and defense. The team work was 
superb, and it paid off in goals. 
IC's goals were scored by Carol 
Smith, Cheryl Kranzley, and 
Janice Kirkpatrick, who each had 
one goal, and by Kathy Minich 
and Nancy Butler, who had two 
goals apiece. Sue Kennedy was 
~utstan~ing as goalie. 
The Brockport game was also 
an excellent team effort. The 
defense was successful time after 
time in tackling and in feeding the 
ball to forwards. The forwards did 
an outstanding job of peppering 
the Brockport goalie with shots, 
and many of them went in. Janice 
Kirkpatrick scored four goals, 
Kathy Minich scored three, and 
Nancy Butler scored two. 
Captains Chris Holden and 
Kathy Minich contributed good 
leadership and excellent playing 
to the team. Th~ other Seniors on 
the team were Annette Caruso, 
Carol Smith and I:.onnic Block. 
Juniors, Sandy Nancy Widger, and 
Mary Lou Dusenbury, Linda 
Gatewood, played on the team; as 
did Sophomores Sue Kennedy, 
Pat Burgess, Debbie Rixford, 
Dayna Daniels, Shiela Simon, and 
Kathi Whalen. The Freshmen on 
the team were Janice Kirpatrick, 
Nancy Butler, Cheryl Kranzley, 
Nancy Blakely, Liz Fink, Marcy 
Regan, Holly Mia), Woo.McLean, 
and !lclen Gibson. 
The team was ably coached by 
Miss Doris Kostrinsky, who 
contributed much to the season. 
She also highlighted the 
Brockport away game with several 
fine fielding plays on the sideline.' 
Your Plumber or 
Heating Dealer 
HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
Kitchen Aid 
804 W. Seneca St. 
272 - 3550 Ithaca, N.Y. 
,,'.. 
SPORTS. 
Hartwick 
N-ips 
Booters 
by Roy Leff 
- . 
In the closest thing to victory 
that defeat can ever be, the Ithaca 
College varsity soccer team 
dropped a heartbreaking ·2-1 
decisioIT to nationally-ranked 
Hartwick College. The loss, which 
was the Bombers ninth in I 5 
meetings with tho Warriors, 
dropped their record to won 5, 
lost 6. 
Hartwick, second-ranked in the 
nation and unbeaten and unscored 
upon in eight games, wasn't 
expecting more than ·a little 
i;,xercise ··in· their game with IC. 
They eventually won the game, 
but not before our guys proved 
that the boys from Oneonta are 
not only human, but maybe a 
lit tie overrated too. Hartwick 
outshot IC, 23-8, and took 16 of 
the game's 18 corner kicks, but 
the figures are quite misleading. 
Despite the shots and corner 
kicks, IC played Hartwick even 
for most of the second period and 
all of the second half. "I couldn't 
have asked more of our club," 
coach Forbes Keith remarked 
after the game. "They outplayed 
us in the first period because it 
took our guys a while to realize 
that Hartwick was human. After 
that, we gave them a real scare. In 
soccer when you're down 2-0 at 
the half, against a team like 
Hartwick, most clubs would pack 
their bags and give up. We didn't, 
and that's why we nearly tied 
them and sent the game into 
overtime. What a game and what 
courage." 
Hartwick, whose roster sounds. 
more like the menu at Sardi's, 
jumped into an early lead and 
held a 2-0 halftime advantage. 
However, just as the third period 
was coming to an end, the 
Warriors found out that when 
they walk through the snow, they 
do leave footprints. Hartwick was 
. allowed a goal kick, but instead of 
letting one of his fullbacks handle 
the chore, goaltender Frank Van 
Der Sommen elected to boot the 
ball to a fullback, and then take a 
return kick so he himself could 
kic1e 1t out. Just as Van Der 
Sommen was about to begin the 
play he became distracted by a 
teammate's shout. IC forward 
Mike Borne raced in and pushed 
the ball by Van Der Sommen, and 
fired the ball into the net for the 
first goal of the year against 
Hartwick. . 
There were other heroes for IC. 
Goaltender Dave Riehl had 13 
saves, making one particularly 
brilliant save on a penalty shot by 
All-American Alex Papadakis. 
Steve Klingman played his usual 
great game. 
Ithaca, now 5-6 on the season, 
will be at the University of 
Rochester this afternoon in an 
effort to reach the .500 mark. 
I 
Do you understand Yoga? 
What organic foOds do for you? 
be Informed- Read books on 
these related subjects from 
Corner Book Store 
115 S. Cayuga Street 
Down.town 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE 272 - 2111 
H & H Uquor & Wines 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca. N.Y. 
Your Clolelt Uquor 
-store to Campus 
Gridders Tough, 
Ali Tougher 
by Roy Leff 
Last Saturday was one of those days when, if you were a football 
coach, you mailed in a quarter and two boxtops and hoped 
somebo_dy would send you a game plan. If you were a quarterb,tck, 
you prayed nobody noticed what was happening. If you were a 
punter,· you got dressed quickly, stole away from the pre-game 
warm-up, and tried to get hit by a truck while crossing Route 13. If 
you were a cameraman, you ignored all those players wallowing 
around on the field and made a lot of money doing a documentary 
on migrant water buffaloes. 
What I'm referring to, of course, was last Saturday's 
IC-Bridgeport football game, originally scheduled to be played here 
on South Hill Field, but moved at the last minute to Ithaca High 
School's Bredbenner Field. The reason given for the change was that 
heavy rains had collected in monstrous puddles on the College field, 
rendering it absolutely unplayable. It's a good thing I saw the field 
myself, because to the casual observer,. it was difficult to imagine 
any field in worse playing condition than the High School field. Be 
that as it may, all the trouble that it took to move the game from a 
swimming pool to a rice paddy just didn't seem worth it. For awhile 
tl1e mud was amusing, but as the game wore on and the mud became 
a more important factor, it soon became quite annoying. 
Fortunately for IC patrons, the Bombers emerged from the Mud 
Bowl on the long end of a 15-6 score. Fortunately also was the fact 
that the Bombers had more things going for them than the sloppy 
field. Bill Kleinfelder had the finest day of his college career, running 
16 times for 100 yards and two TD's. I C's alert defense yielded 
yardage but thwarted key drives with four interceptions and one 
fumble recovery. Jim Bell contributed some long punts in crucial 
situations. All in all, it was a satisfying day even if some of our guys 
disappeared in the mud and weren't found until Tuesday afternoon. 
•••••••• 
Speaking of satisfying days, Muhammad Ali's victory over Jerry 
Quarry last Monday night kind of made me wonder if maybe there 
really is a Santa Claus. Discriminated against by government and 
public alike, Ali pop_ped Quarry at will with a swift left jab that bore 
no trace of dust · and moved with a grace and ease no other 
heavyweight ever has. Although the ease with which Ali demolished 
Quarry left many questions about his stamina and toughness 
unanswered, nevertheless after three and · a half years in pol.itical 
exile and after losing 25 pounds in six· weeks, Ali Baby came back as 
though he had never been away. Not all of Ali's oratory is gospel. 
But he is right about one thing: There has never been another man 
just like him. And to all of his many detractors, just consider that 
anybody who outfoxed Lester Maddox can't be all bad. 
Neither can a football prediction system that could survive LSU 
over Auburn and three other mistakes and still come up with a 
season mark of 94 right, 25 wrong, 1 tie, . 783 percentage. In an 
endless struggle against overconfidence, Eleanor and I offer the 
following disasters: 
Buffalo Bills over Boston Patriots- now that the Bills are on a 
one-game winning streak, they're not about to Kapp-itulate to an old 
enemy. 
New York Jets over New York Giants· next week for the Jets, the 
Mayo Clinic. 
Denver Broncos over Washington Redskins· 'Skins swiss-cheese 
defense should help a Little go a long way. 
IC over Grove City, Apple Orchard, and Cider Jug- desperation 
rally by Gr<?vers proves to be fruitless. 
Air Force over Arizona 
Columbia over Cornell 
Auburn over Florida 
Harvard over Pennsylvania 
Purdue over Illinois 
Stanford over Oregon State 
Arkansas over Texas A&M 
Yale over Dartmouth 
Tennessee over Wake Forest 
Buffalo over Holy Cross 
Colgate over Lehigh 
Duke over Georgia Tech 
Minnesota over Iowa 
Michigan over Wisconsin 
YOU 
CAN LEA.RN TO 
FLY 
INTRO. LE&'iON ONLY S5 
~,rtair. ,.c 
TOMPKINS COUNTY AIRPORT 
257 -1666 
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Cross Country, 
Frosh Notes 
FRESHMAN SOCCER I including a 40 yard TD, run. 
The frosh pulled off a big win Ithaca has lost to Cortland 
in their only action last week (14-12) and beaten St. Lawrence 
taking a 3-2 decision on the road (22-0) and Brockport (35-0) in its 
at Brockport State. The win was other three starts. The assignment 
their third straight. Tomorrow, this week is a game with the 
the lthacans will enjoy the home Hobart J.V. at Geneva today. The 
field advantage, hosting Cornell. lthacans will close out the season 
Cornell is one of two teams to at Alfred on November 6. 
beat IC.~inning a 3-1 game in the Hallback Joseph Norrell now has 
season opener. Rob Paul is the five interceptions for IC in four 
Ithaca scoring leader with I 4 goals 
and three assists for ·1 7 points. 
John Sherman, 7-7-14, and Tom 
Demenkoff, 7-4-11, are 2-3 
behind Paul. Goalie Tim Villa has 
had a I .88 goals against average 
this season, and has aver~g~ 
games. 
Redfield Lyon and freshman Jeff 
Dosdall arc the top two point men 
for IC. In six starts, Redfield 
Lyon has a first, three 2nds, a 3rd, 
and a 4th place finish. Dosdall has 
a 2nd, a 4th, two 6ths, and two 
8th finishes. • saves per game. The frosh have 
out scored their opponents this 
year, 38-18. FROSH FOOTBALL 
Things continue to get better 
CROSS COUNTRY for Frank Slattery's team. It won 
The Bombers went 2-2 last its third straight last Friday 
week spliting a pair of trangulars. blasting Mansfield, 36-6. The 
They beat Clarkson, 20-37, and Bombers have outscored their 
lost to Hobart, 27-28, on opponents now, IOS-20. They 
Wednesday, and then beat Harpur, have allowed but 128 yards 
25-32, and lost to Oswego, 21-37, rushing in the four games for an 
on Saturday. The three IC wins average of 3 2 per game. 
this year makes the 1970 team the Quarterback Bob Mangione threw 
third winningest club in the 13 for I 80 yards in the win over 
year history of the sport at Ithaca. Mansfield, while end Tom Spragye 
Previous best records were 5-3 caught 3 passes for 125 yards and 
( I 9 63); 4-6 ( I 962); and 3-6 one. TD. Halfback Jon Bowers ran 
(1961). for 90 yards in ten carries, 
' 
The brightest part of the whole lf'l~HMHII. ,.,...,_..,MPflllllfllil.HINlll'-
picture is that the team is Annualincomeofth"eUni~ed 
comprised of all sophs and Nations Children's Fund is leS!-
freshmen, except for Captain Jim. 
Kula. The future is bright for than the amount spent on world 
coach Mike Greene. Soph Ron armaments in two hours. 
You haven't been to 
GEORGE'S??? 
Come in and see what you've missed! 
I 
128 S. Cayuga St. 
"HAPPY'S HOUR 
FRIDAY 3 - 5 P.M. 
PITCHER OF ''rHE KING Of BEERS" 
BUDWEISER - Sl.00 
Try our German Hot Dogs 
Steeped in Beer 
,,}:Pt A, 
SO.l'"ELSE~c~ 
TAVERN 
101 N. Aurora St. 
SATURDAYS 3P.M.'tlll 7PM 
ILOODY MAR Y'S • 50 
fbe ldacaa. October JO, 1970, P-. 8 
open tonight till 9:00 
Use Your Early Shopper Account J 
Department 
small leather goods 
values from 2.00 to 12.00 
1/3 to 1/2 off 
fine quality leather 
solid colors, combinations 
French purses, clutches, keycases 
HANDBAGS, STREET FLOOR 
famous name slacks 
reg. 9.00 to 27.SO 
20% off 
penmsuent press 
stripes, plaids, solids 
broken size range 
3pc. Weekender 
v . 
reg. 70.00 48 90 
. 
indoor- outdoor weight wool 
fully bonded & lined 
10-16 size range · 
COATS, SECOND FLOOR 
GE clock assortment 
reg. 6.98 to .7 .9~ 
3.88 
decorative & functional 
variety of styles 
wall and alarm clocks 
STORE FOR MEN, STREET FLOOR 1IOUSEWAR1?S, DOWNStAIRS STQRt 
Designer wigs 
·reg. 40:00 
25.00 
f00% Kanekalon 
complete color range 
deep crown for complete fit 
MILLINERY', STREET- FLOOR 
lined leather gloves 
reg. 1.00 4.69 
S-M-L-XL 
black or brown 
fur, pile or wool lined 
STORE FOR MEN, STREET FLOOR 
Pascal English candy 
reg. 99~1b. 
imequality 
smooth & true flavor 
chojce of 15 flavors 
59C 
. CANDY: STR£ET FLOOR 
famous labe 1 sportswear 
1/3 to 1/2 off 
separates 
mix 'n match coordinates 
new fashions, colors 
B~1TER SPORTSWEAR, SECOND FLOOR 
- - - ~ ~ -----------------
all prices subject to prior sale 
.. 
AM/FM portable radio 
reg. 24.95 • 14.99 
battery or electric 
telescoping antenna 
special Iar_ge speaker 
RADIOS, DOWNSTAIRS STORE 
knit Pant Snits 
n;g. 20.00 to 24.00 14.9() 
wool'knits 
solids & combinations 
misse~ sizes, 10 to 18 
Sale 
famous name 
--- - . . 
s~ede jackets 
reg. 45.00 to 60.00 
25% off 
zip out lining 
rust, taupe, brown 
fringe & reg. styles, 10-18 
BETTER SPORTSWEAR, SECOND FLOOR, 
cotton knit striped tops 
reg . .:S.So & 4.50 
reg. 5,00 
100%~tton 
2.99 
3.99 
'100% cotton knit stripes 
• Jong sleeve styling, 10-18 
BUDGET SPORTSWEAR, STREEI'. FLOOF BUDGET SPORTSWEAR,STREET FLQOR 
group of dresses 
reg. 24.00 
famous label 
variety of fabrics 
14.90 
dressy, casual styles, 10 -18 
DRESSES, SECOND FLOOR 
-
Crystal jewelry 
values to 6.00 1.99 
earrings 
1-3 strand necklaces, chokers 
matinee and adjustable lengths 
JEWELRY, STREET FLOOR 
Support panty hose 
if perfect, S.95 1.99 
beige or taupe 
delicate Lycra spandex 
petit~ .inedium, medium tall, 
tall and eitra tall 
HOSIERY, STREET FLOOR 
mens' 
l~bswool sweaters 
reg. 10.00 7PJJ 
V-neck & crew neck 
variety of colors 
broken si~e range 
STORE FOR MEN. STREET FLOOR 
fashion handbags Suzy Wong suede coats perma press pillow cases jewelry items for men 
reg. 6.00 3.90 
Tote & casual styles 
black, bone or brown 
totes in suede patchwork design 
HANDBAGS, -STREET FLOOR 
fashionable dusters 
7.99 
if perf. 12.00 to 14.00 
broken size range ..,. 
slightly irregular 
fleece, nylon & cotton 
ROBES, STREET f:LOOR_ 
MANY MORE ITEMS 
COME IN AND SEE 
272-5000 
reg. to 80.00 48.00 
basic beige or brown 
lusciously mink trimmed 
soft, supple suede 
COATS, SECOND FLOOR . 
Lycra panty girdles 
reg. 9.00 to 13.00 6.99 
assorted colors 
assorted styles 
white & colors 
Lycra spande for control 
reg.4.18 pr. 
iii first gyality 
prints ans solid colors 
2.09 
Martex and Pepperell brands 
DOMESTICS, THIRD FLOOR_ 
misses jumpers 
reg. 18.00 12.90 
wool blends 
assorted styles, colors 
misses sizes, 10-16 · 
i:-q.Uf".IDATIONS, SECOND,FLOOR BETTER SPORTSWEAR, SECOND FLOOR 
wool C.P.O. shirts 
-
reg. 6.00 3.99 
assorted plaids 
S-M·L-XL sizes 
wool, linen,nylon blend 
STORE FOR MEN, STREET FLOOR 
Angel Tread slippers 
reg. 2.50 each 2/3.()() 
ladies styles 
scuff& ballerina type 
variety of colors 
NOTIONS1 STREET FLOOR 
TIE T ACS & BARS 
reg. 2.00 
99C CUFF LINKS & SETS 
reg. S.00 
1.99 
STORE FOR MEN, STREEl_' FLOOR 
dresses from stock 
reg. 18.00 to 21.00 15.9() 
reg. 22.oo to 24.00 18.90 
rrusses, junior, jr. petite, half sizes 
DRESSES, SECOND FLOOR 
tailored bedspreads 
reg. 14.98 10.99 
pnnts, solids, stripes 
acetate, taffeta, polished cottons 
twin or full size, one low price 
BEDSPREADS,THIRD FLOOR 
